
DB 2060-3A-CNC-R
Mandrel bending machine



DB 2060-3A-CNC-R - Mandrel bending machine

Capacity:
- Round tubing mild steel 60,3 x 5,0 mm Ø
- Round tubing stainless steel 60,3 x 3,0 mm Ø
- Square tubing mild steel 40 x 3,0 mm 
- Max. moment of resistance 11,1 cm³
- Bending angle up to 180° + 10° spring back
- Bending speed 21° / sec. (front feed)
- Speed of front feed 300 mm / sec.
- Speed of rotation 45° / sec.
- Accuracy of the bending axis  +/- 0,2°
- Accuracy of the length  +/- 0,3 mm
- Accuracy of the rotation  +/- 0,2°
- Arbor length/Usable length 3048 mm
- Radii max. 150 mm
- Bending height 1250 mm
- Power bending axis electro-hydraulic
- Automatic positioning of the rotation and length servo-electric
- All other axes (e.g. clamping, mandrel forwards/backwards, etc.) electro-hydraulic



Machine equipment / basic accessories:
- Compact, exposed bending head
- Bending direction clockwise 
- With hollow shaft for using tooling for small radii
- Include wide opening pressure die, to allow the off set bend device with the
  long neck clamping to move directly behind the bending tool
- Attention: For each tube-Ø you need a separate collet
- For a correct positioning of the mandrel the machine is equipped with
  a mandrel support
- The machine is conform to the electric and mechanical security
  guidelines and the CE norm
- The emergency area in front of the machine is controlled via scanner
- Starting of operation via hand button
- Manual operation
  Each function clamping on/off, mandrel forward/back, bending on/off initiated
  by selection and pressing of respective button (for proto type and sample
  production)
- Machine stationary
- Standard norm electric equipment
- The machine is equipped with an innovative hydraulic system
> Energy savings up to 70% by control of the hydraulic pump via a servo motor.
  Speed and volume flow of the pump can be exact adjusted to the required
  pressure. Energy losses from diverting oil at the pressure regulation and
  heating of the oil are eliminated. So no additional cooling unit for the oil
  is necessary, another advantage of this concept. As soon as no hydraulic
  function is active the pump stops. This reduces the overall duty cycle of the
  pump, thus saving energy. As small as possible pumps and motors, exact
  aligned for the machine, support this effect.
- Colour RAL 3020 red

Machine data:
- Including connection for pressured air supply, 6 bar
- Nominal pressure 250 bar, Operating pressure 200 bar
- Operating voltage 480 Volt - 60 Cyl. - 3 Ph. – 30 kW
- Control voltage 24 V D.C.
- Capacity of the hydraulic tank 160 Ltr.
- Length 5476 mm
- Width 1800 mm
- Height 1500 mm
- Weight approx. 5100 kg + 200 kg control desk

Control description:
- Fitted with 3-axis control of the bending angle, the rotation axis and   
  the longitudinal movement in the different planes
- The bending axis, the rotation axis and the length axis are coupled with each
  other, it ensues a permanent actual and nominal comparison on the screen
  also the control checks the tolerance and actuates further operations
- Integrated computer - current technology
- User surface: Windows

Programmed with possibility for repetition bending for longer tubes,
this is depending from the collet.

Standard equipment CNC control:
- With max. 20 different positions of each tube, all positions are controlled in
  the PC program
- Possibility to store 1 Mio. tubes with 20 positions each under drawing numbers
- After input you can store the tube
- Storage of the drawing numbers according to Windows Standard
- The off set bend device moves to the front position for an easy input and



  output of the tubes



IMPORTANT information for the off-set bend device:
No stop in the collet. We use a fixed position on the machine as a reference
point. This offset must be a programmable setting in the program but usually is
the end of the clamp which is easy to align the pipe with
Then when stored in the part program or tool settings, the software calculates
the zero from that position.

EDR 001  Controlled mandrel withdrawal
- For all mandrel type bending machines
- Improves the optical quality of bend
- Variable adjustment from 0 - 20°
- Automatic return

EMSP-DB-Z-H  Central lubrication
- For transfluid tube bending machines
- For lubrication of all movable parts on the above machine
- With handpump

EDSA-A  Mandrel lubrication
- Lubrication impulse via manual hand button or automatic, during clamping in
  the bending cycle
- This unit is not usable for tube inside-Ø smaller than 13 mm
- Including pressured air supply

EFA 60  Carriage for wiper die
- One for all tube diameters up to 60,3 mm
Please note: For tube-Ø 22 mm and smaller and for bending radii 1,5xD and smaller
bending of 180° with this carriage is not possible

EMTG 2060-HY  Following pressure die
- With linear slide bearings
- 500 mm following and a constant support of 150 mm
- Linear movement via hydraulic cylinder with pressure control valve
- Hydraulic cylinder return

EFDS 001  Tele diagnostic system
- In order to access the machine control via remote access when necessary
- For tube processing machines which are equipped with an internal computer
- Existing of an analog or ISDN modem and with special software

EAL 2060-CNC-60-I  Extension of arbor length
Extension of arbor length to 6400 mm (manual adjustable)
- Only extension of the length, no extension of the moving distance of the off-set
  bend device
- Only extension of the mandrel removement unit
- Longer mandrels need to be from 3048 mm to 6408 mm (21')

EDB-SA  Guarding system
- Around full automatic machines, existing of fences

▼ Additional Equipment ▼

==========================================================================

==========================================================================



ET PROJECT PROF  Collision software
Single-User version
- Software for easy input and calculation of bending geometries including collision test
- Easy input of tube data as xyz coordinates in relative or absolute form or as bending
  parameters: feed length, rotation, bending angle
- The inserted bending geometry can be shown 2- or 3-dimensional
- Depending on the material correction values for overbending angles and change in
  length can be entered and considered
- Material-specific data can be stored in a database
- Additional several machine parameter can be input and stored in the database

- The Program automatically determines all necessary bending data such as length
  position, rotation and bending angle
- The cutting length is calculated automatically
- The bending data and graphical view of the tube can be printed on request

- Tube geometries up to 40 bends can be handled
- 3D-simulation of the bending process including collision test with the chosen machine
- The software provides possible solutions in case of collision
- Necessary extensions will be calculated automatically

Recommended System Requirements
- Windows 7
- Intel® Pentium® oder AMD Athlon™  dual-core-processor
- 2 GB of RAM
- 100 MB of available hard disk space
- Screen resolution min. 1024 x 768

- The software is a single user license, protected via an USB dongle
- If you want to use the software on a second PC, an additional licence of
  t project software is necessary
- If the installation of the software on site should be done by transfluid, this will be
  charged after expense

On request we would be pleased to send you a connection print to your CAD software.
We kindly ask you for a data file and also the drawing.
After checking the data file we will add this position in our offer.

Training free
- Training - 2 days at transfluid

Valid from 01/01/2017 until revocation - This machine is available from stock - subject to prior sale and technical change! - Delivery 
including operation manual in german or english. -  This offer is involving our General terms and Conditions (AGB), which you can find 

for download on our homepage www.transfluid.de.

Interest?                                                     Please contact us

http://www.transfluid.de



